
Joseph E. Smith, Photographer

Joseph E. Smith, 1858-1935, was born in Massachusetts and educated from 1877 to 1879 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  In 1879 
he moved to Chicago and was employed in a photographic shop.  He was engaged to Myscie Driver of Darlington, Wisconsin, in 1883 and went 
west to seek his fortune in Socorro County, New Mexico.   He was associated with Edwin Bass, a photographer of long acquaintance, and in 
partnership with George Hoyt, a druggist in Socorro, the three men acquired a ranch about 60 miles SW of Socorro between the Magdalena 
Mountains and the San Mateo Mountains.   The ranching venture was unsuccessful, so Smith worked as a miner at Kelly and was able to buy out 
the photographic studio of Edwin Bass in 1884.   In 1886 Smith sent for his bride-to-be and they were married in Socorro.  The studio was in 
operation until 1896.  Smith later worked at the A. E. Howell drug store until it burned in 1908.  A photo of the fire is included.  The Smith house 
which includes the photographic studio still stands on Central Avenue.  It is occupied by Suzanne Smith, a great granddaughter, who is renovating
it as a museum of photographic history.   Photos are shown below.  More than 3000 of Smith's photos have been preserved, many of them in 
excellent condition as negatives on glass plates.  In addition to making portraits of almost everyone in town, Smith roamed the countryside taking 
pictures of mines, ranches, the railroad, city streets and store buildings, schools, churches, landscapes, and other interesting subjects.  More than 
half of the photos in this collection are the work of J. E. Smith and they have been made available for digitzed copying by Suzanne Smith.  

A photo of one of Smith's cameras is included.  Smith, like nearly all professional photographers used a view camera with extension bellows and 
adjustable lens board.  The era of collodion wet plates had recently passed by 1884 and stable photographic film had not yet arrived so Smith used 
commercial 5" x 8" glass plates coated at the factory with sensitized gelatin emulsion.   The operator of a view camera extends the bellows, opens 
the lens, looks at the image on a ground glass screen beneath a black cloth, composes the picture by moving the camera, focuses by moving the 
bellows, and occasionally adjusts the lens board.  Unlike almost all modern amateur cameras, the view camera can control perspective by use of 
the rising and sliding front and focus on an object plane at an angle to the optical axis by tilting the lens.  Once the adjustments had been 
completed the photographer inserted a glass plate holder in front of the focussing screen and removed the dark slide.  Exposure by opening the 
lens in natural light was a matter of guesswork and could vary from a fraction of a second to a minute or more depending on the intensity.  The 
problem of subject motion, especially with animals, shows up in some of Smith's photos.  When artificial light was required at night or inside a 
windowless enclosure it was possible to illuminate with flash powder, a mixture of potassium nitrate with magnesium and aluminum powder in a 
horizontal tray with an electric igniter.  The folder on Mining includes photos taken with flash powder inside of mines.     



Joseph E. Smith



Myscie Smith seated in the portrait studio



Camera used by J. E. Smith, slot on left side of lens board is for the rising and tilting front, track at bottom is for bellows
extension



Fire at Howell's Drug, 1908, note J. E. Smith, Mgr. and spelling of Kelly



Smith home and studio, children and horse identified by first name, others by two names



Smith house and museum as it appears today



Smith advertising sign


